


Crypto Total Market Cap 

The cryptocurrency market added $215Bn with yesterday's BTC surge. Total Market Cap (TOTAL) remain at a key level, with fundamentals and technicals applying pressure. From the
fundamental side, there has been a clear correction in financial markets, including digital currencies. As for the short-term technicals, those remain cautions, with traders projecting the
continuity of the bullish momentum if today's and tomorrow's daily candle manages to close above the $2.6T mark. 

TOTAL has successfully rejected the ascending support (highlighted in blue), for this trend to continue, the price will need to remain above the $2.5-$2.6T resistance. Failing to hold the level will
encourage the bears to place short positions and trigger further selling to the $2T area.
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Bitcoin Dominance (BTC.D) 

Short-term technicals remain cautious, as BTC.D remains in a descending channel. Bitcoin dominance has pulled back from the 50% dominance level
since the end of October and has kept its downside trajectory towards the 40% mark. Bitcoin maximalists carefully monitor the 40%-39% level, as it
could be a key bouncing area for dominance.  
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ETH.D has skyrocketed in the last few market sessions,  with dominance holding the 20% level tight. Ethereum Dominance added 2.30% to its territory in the last market
session. Both, the daily and the weekly timeframe keep printing bullish formations signalling that the 20% historical resistance could be broken soon.
 
On the other hand, many analysts are studying the possibility of Ether Dominance losing momentum in the next few weeks, as fast-rising altcoins are applying pressure to
Ether Dominance. Many altcoins are causing fluctuations in the market as they get prominence with time. 

Ethereum Dominance (ETH.D) 
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Bitcoin (BTC) 

After losing 23% in 2 weeks, Bitcoin managed to make a sharp and fast recovery on Sunday by surging over 9% in less than 12hours. The digital asset is not
at a critical level, as bulls need to break the descending 4H channel in order to keep the bullish momentum live. 

From the technical side, there is a shift in price action in the daily and weekly timeframe. The last weekly candle closed as a bullish hammer right above critical
ascending support formed in July 2021. Similarly, yesterday's daily candle is shifting momentum by strongly rejecting the $54K - $46K support. 
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Ethereum (ETH) 

Similar to BTC, Ethereum saw a short increase in its price during Sunday, with the asset jumping above the $4300 level. The recovery brought many altcoins
to green territory by laws of correlation. 

At the time of writing, ETHUSD is trading at $4307, with price testing the upper band of a descending channel formed in the daily timeframe. The asset is
consolidated on a weekly timeframe. A bullish scenario will play out if the daily candle manages to close above the $4400 level, invalidating the descending
market structure. On the contrary, if bears manage to strongly reject the current price level, short positions could bring ETHUSD back to $4000.
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At the time of this analysis, Binance Coin is trading at
$618. The asset has added insignificant gains this
morning after having a positive day on Sunday. An 8%
price recovery brought BNBUSD back to the $620
liquidity level, making up for last week's losses.

Traders are carefully following BTC and ETH to predict
the behaviour of many altcoins such as BNB. The daily
and weekly charts are showing strong interest from
investors' side to hold the current level. BNBUSD is still
very close to its previous all-time high and bulls have
defended the strength of this pair outstandingly. 

A bearish thesis will gain support only if the daily candle
closes below the $600-$550 area. Bears need to
successfully reject the upper band of the ascending
channel in order to trigger short positions. 
 

Binance Coin (BNB) 
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Cardano did not experience significant volatility during
yesterday's crypto surge. ADAUSD did not skyrocket
as expected and today bears have added 1.2% in
losses.  

Considering the recent weakness, ADA could keep its
bearish momentum if the daily candle manages to
close below the $1.40-$1.30 level. The previous
scenario could bring the asset back to historical lows
with the next target being the $1 support. 

ADA's traders could also trade with an upside bias if
today's candle manages to continue Sunday's
momentum. Trading above the $1.47 after a bullish
hammer on a daily timeframe, could be taken as
confirmations for further long calls.  

 

Cardano (ADA)
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Solana has witnessed one of the consistent surges in
the last 24 hours. At the time of writing, SOLUSD is
trading at $207 and keeps adding sustained gains (over
3%). Both, the daily and the 4H timeframe price action
is showing strong control from the bulls. 

The weekly ascending support earns some of the credit
for those recent gains, as the price has successfully
rejected the market formation highlighted in blue. For
the bullish momentum to sustain, the price must break
the intra-day descending channel. If bulls manage to
invalidate the intra-day market structure, the price could
certainly go back to all-time highs at $260. 

 

Solana (SOL)
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XRP daily candle has successfully rejected the lower band of its monthly range. XRPUSD is now trading at $0.98, the pair remains at a critical level for
further upside momentum. 

The last time XRP rejected the $0.90-$0.80 support (back in September 2021) price surged over 50% the weeks after. Investors are keeping XRP on
their radar due to this reason. This last hypothesis is gathering confirmation with time, as yesterday the daily candle closed as a bullish hammer just
above the historical level.  

XRP 
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Polkadot is slowly recovering from last week losses, with the asset currently trading at $36. DOTUSD has been steadily trending upwards since Sunday, with both, the
daily and the 4H candles printing bullish momentum. 

The ascending trend line is grabbing the attention of many traders, as it has been successfully rejected by price action on the daily timeframe and has been a trigger for
further upside momentum several times in the part. In addition, the price is currently testing the last retracement level of the Fibonacci (0.78) which can also be taken as
a confirmation for long positions. 

Polkadot (DOT)
 

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/polkadot-new/
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/polkadot-new/
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Avalanche claiming a significant level at $113. The
digital asset needs to print a bullish daily candle
rejecting the ascending channel in order to give
investors cause to increase their AVAX holdings.

The last few times AVAXUSD has retested the current
band, the price has surged over 60% the days after.
The last daily and weekly candlesticks have closed
above the 0.5 Fibonacci Retracement level, which is
taken as an extra confirmation for the optimistic outlook
to play out. 

 

 
Avalanche (AVAX)

 

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/avalanche/
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/avalanche/



